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Kerradeco

When you want a natural aesthetic 

and a surface with optimum durability 

without costing the world, Kerradeco is 

the answer. 

The innovative interior panelling 

system possesses the highly 

desirable combination of functionality, 

sustainability and affordability, without 

an ounce of compromise on style 

or quality. 

Manufactured using recycled PVC with 

an aluminium film finish, Kerradeco is 

lightweight, easy-to-install, easy-to-

maintain and engineered to stand the 

test of time. And if style is your primary 

objective, the panelling’s smooth, yet 

subtly textured finish and earthy tones 

faithfully reproduce the look of stone, 

timber , textiles and ceramics.

Kerradeco is perfect for contemporary 

residential and commercial interiors – 

new builds or renovations, offices, and 

retail spaces. This is where Kerradeco’s 

versatility comes to the fore. Ideal for 

use as panelling for walls and partitions. 

Available in a range of on-trend colours, 

the panels can be used to create 

contrast within a space or between 

surface areas using complementary 

colours within the palette. 

What’s more is that the PVC and 

aluminium foil finish provide exceptional 

strength and resilience when compared 

to many of the alternative options 

including tiles, MDF boards, timber 

cladding or wallpaper. Crack, scratch 

and UV resistant, the Kerradeco is also 

moisture resistant and is tough enough 

to withstand high, direct impact.

Designed for simple, quick installation, 

Kerradeco is also a dream for builders 

and project managers. Pre-finished, it’s 

installation-ready and with a concealed 

fix and fuss-free assembly using double-

sided tape or glue, it can be on site and 

installed within a short space of time, 

cutting time and cost. Based on our 

experience, you’ll have the panels up in 

less than half the time it would take to 

tile the area. 

The smart alternative to stone and timber panelling

Achieve the timeless elegance of stone or timber without the cost with Kerradeco. 
Brilliantly engineered from 100% recyclable PVC with a natural finish, it’s a sustainable, 
functional and stylish choice that offers unlimited design potential.



Kerradeco

 Kerradeco

Name Description
Thickness  

mm
Profile Length  

mm
Profile Width  

mm
Kgs  

per Sheet

PR-KERPL-PVC-9X1350X295 Kerradeco 9x1350x295mm 9mm 1350 295 2.1

Colours*

Stone Moon

Stone Misty

Wood Brandy Knits Cool Grey

Concrete

Wood Vintage

Stone Anthracite

Terrazzo

* Call Urbanline to confirm stock availability as not all colours & sizes are kept in stock.

Profiles

CAD files
Download the latest CAD files from the 
product section of urbanline.com.au 

310mm

1350 x 295mm

Loft Rusty Stone Grey

Wood Carbon

Bio-White
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Ideal uses

A stylish, affordable and functional alternative to stone or timber, 
Kerradeco opens a world of opportunity for modern interior design.

• Interior wall

• Feature walls

• Partition walls

• Residential renovations

• Commercial renovations

• Small office fitouts

• Retail fitouts



Kerradeco

There are so many reasons why Kerradeco is a smart choice

Natural aesthetics
A smooth yet subtly textured finish ideal for 
contemporary interiors that favour a natural 
aesthetic and neutral tones, and a focus on the use 
of sustainable materials.

Versatile
An interior panelling solution for commercial and 
residential spaces, it can be used for walls with the 
option to mix and match colours across surfaces.

Tough and practical
Crack and scratch resistant, fire rated and UV 
resistant, Kerradeco is functional and durable and 
comes with a 10 year warranty. 

Moisture resistant
Made from PVC with an aluminium film finish, 
Kerradeco is water resistant. However, it is not 
suitable for heavy or direct water areas such as 
exterior surfaces, showers or kitchen splashbacks.

Fuss-free finish
Panels are pre-finished and installation-ready. 

Fast installation
Lightweight with a concealed fix for quick assembly 
using doubled-sided tape or glue, rooms can 
be used immediately once Kerradeco has been 
installed.

Easy maintenance
Simply wipe the surface over with a cloth. 

Mould and pest resistant 
Kerradeco is fungi, rot and termite resistant. 

Sustainable
Manufactured from recycled PVC and aluminium, 
the panelling is 100% recyclable.

Economic
Supplied and installed at a fraction of the cost of 
stone or ceramic tiles (no grouting required).
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Kerradeco install time compared to wallpaper and ceramic tiles

Further product information and downloads for Kerradeco 
available at https://www.bettawood.com.au

Installation instructions Product care

Technical information

Like what you see?
Get in touch and order your free sample today!

Phone  (08) 8297 8844 Email info@bettawood.com.au

For further product information and downloads Visit https://www.bettawood.com.au

Kerradeco

Wallpaper

Preparing
the wall

5 mins

35mins

35 minsCeramic Tiles

Finishing works

10 mins

5 mins

10 mins

Total 
installation 

time/1m²

40 mins

1 hr
5 mins

2hrs
5 mins

25 mins

25 mins

80 mins

Cutting the material & 
mounting on the wall




